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McCloskey starts Theme Year
EMU' CARES

Staff Writer

ip

McCloskey demonstrates the difference in
society's gender-prescribed sitting postures.

As an introduction to this year's Gender and Sexuality Theme
Year, Dr. Deidre McCloskey visited the UPS campus earlier this
week. A nationally renowned economist, educator and author, she
spoke to a variety of campus organizations as well as to a packed
audience in the Concert Hall on Tuesday night.
Most interestingly, McCloskey used to be Donald McCloskey.
Five years after making the physical transition from male to female,
McCloskey now speaks to audiences around the nation in her new
memoir, Crossing.
In her lecture entitled Crossing Gender. Memories of a Novice
Woman, McCloskey delivered a humorous look at transitioning from
manhood to womanhood. She recalled how at age 11, she prayed
each night for two things: to not stutter and to wake up a girl. "At age
53, God gave me half my prayer," McCloskey said.
Growing up in the 1950s, she explained, was the worst time to be
ambiguous in gender identity, so she decided to remain one of the
boys. Casting her inclinations aside, she attended an all-boys school
where she captained the football team. She indulged in her desires
by cross-dressing, yet she wanted something more.
At the age of 52, married for 30 years with two grown children,
McCloskey made the final decision and committed to the complicated and expensive process of becoming a woman. In making that
decision, she prepared herself for the possibilities. As a professor of
economics at the University of Iowa, she feared for how her colleagues and students would react. Yet, her decision was met with
little opposition and she continues to lead a successful professional
life.
McCloskey remarked that the greatest surprise to her was how
other women reacted to her decision. Though most were supportive,

some women vocalized their opposition; however, McCloskey continued with hormone therapy and plastic surgery to physically become a woman.
Since becoming a woman, McCloskey's relationships with her
family have changed. Despite her sister initially having her committed to a mental hospital, her birth family has been extremely supportive of the changes. Unfortunately, however, her marriage family has
not adjusted as well. McCloskey has seen neither her former wife nor
her two children since becoming a woman.
Now, five years deep in womanhood, McCloskey admits to forgetting what it was like to be a man. But, she explains that as someone who was in the closet for so many years, it is a relief to finally be
out to the world.
"It's great to be myself," she said, adding this piece of wisdom for
students: "Life will surprise you, dears. It surprised the hell out of
me."
In her closing notes, McCloskey said, "I urge you to understand
that if people are growing, they are changing throughout their lives."
This cry for flexibility, understanding and adjustment should prove a
central point throughout this year's diversity theme.
The reaction to the inaugural lecture for this year's series was extremely positive.
"[This] was a highly informative and entertaining lecture," said
freshman Cameron Chambers, expressing the common sentiment of
those students leaving the Concert Hall.
"[McCloskey's] overall message addresses some of the greater
issues about society and how we need to examine societal paradigms
and decide if we actually agree with them," said junior Nicola
Shangrow.
Students looking for more information on Crossing BoundariesUnfolding Identities theme year activities can contact the Division of
Student Affairs or the Event Hotline at 879-3200.

Presidential candidate Ralph Nader to visit Seattle
MADER
KEY.AREINIA.

BRYAN IRESON

Assistant News Editor

In America's two-party political system, voters rarely give thought to a candidate from a third party, focusing instead
on the Republican and Democrat hopefuls. Ralph Nader, Green Party candidate
for the presidency, hopes to challenge
that very lack of attention with his upcoming visit to Seattle.
This Saturday night, Nader will speak
at Key Arena in the Seattle Center. One
of his primary goals is to raise awareness of the existence and viability of
third-party candidates. Although Gallup
polls show that he currently holds only
four percent of the vote, Nader is the
leading contender behind Vice President
Al Gore and Texas Govenor George W.
Bush. His previous engagements on the
West Coast have been greeted with large
crowds to support him.
When he spoke in Portland in late
August, over 10,000 people filled the
Memorial Coliseum, and hundreds were
turned away. By contrast, when Gore and
Bush visited the Northwest, they spoke
to crowds of 3,000 to 5,000, many of
whom were elementary school students
on field trips.

"What other candidate would dare attempt to fill an arena while asking for
donations to attend? The Republicrats
have corporate-sponsored, over-scripted
conventions lulling Americans to sleep,"
said campaign manager Theresa Amato.
"We have foot-stomping, hollering
crowds hungry to hear Nader speak truth
to power. We're taking this energy
straight to the polls in November."
The support Nader has drawn has
many supporters hopeful for his chances.
"Voters need to realize that we have
more choices," said Elie Wasser, a student who is organizing Nader's campaign
at UPS. "It's not a two party system."
A big step for Nader in achieving the
awareness that he hopes for would come
if he were allowed to participate in the
nationally televised presidential debates.
He has lobbied for the inclusion of thirdparty candidates in these debates. Other
key Nader issues are a $10/hour minimum wage, universal health care, the halt
of commercial logging on public lands,
marriage rights for same sex partners and
the legalization of marijuana.
Having lived in the public eye much
of his life, Nader first became known as
a consumer advocate, working in Washington, D.C. on issues ranging from au-

tomobile safety to the environment. His
long career has given him thousands of
supporters, but many still question the
viability of a third party candidate such
as Nader or his conservative third-party
opponent, Pat Buchanan, who holds only
one percent of the vote. Though many
voters would support Ralph Nader, they
will vote for Gore instead, simply to attempt to keep Bush out of office. This
attitude undermines support for all thirdparty candidates.
"People need to stop looking at their
vote as safeguarding against bad things,"
said Wasser, "but actually vote with their
full consciousness." Wasser hopes
Nader's supporters will vote for what
they believe in, not what they hope to
avoid, and thus achieve major change.
Nader's visit to Seattle marks a very
important stop on his campaign trail.
Here in the Northwest, he appears to
have his best chance to achieve a high
level of mainstream support. His name
has already been placed on the ballot in
38 states across the country, and he hopes
to be considered a legitimate rival to
Bush and Gore by November.

AT SEATTLE CENTER

SATURDAY. 7PM
SEPTEMBER 23k, 2000
ISAINIMLIM DONATION $10

FOR TICKETS BY PHONE
OR TICKET OUTLET LOCATIONS.
CALL (20G) 129-2.441

Flyers for Ralph Nader's Sept. 23 appearance
in Seattle are circulating the campus.

For further information on the Ralph Nader campaign in Washington call (206) 3292441 or contact Elie Wasser for information on the Puget Sound campus campaign.
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INTERNATIONAL
Blast kills 15 in Pakistan bombing
ISLAMABAD— A bomb ripped through a busy
fruit market on the edge of the Pakistani capital of
Islamabad on Tuesday, killing at least 15 people
and wounding about 75 in what the military government called an act of terrorism.
Military ruler General Pervez Musharraf issued
a statement calling the bombing "a cruel act of
terrorism" and asking authorities to "arrest the culprits and give them an exemplary punishment under the law." Former prime minister Benazir
Bhutto, now living abroad in self-imposed exile,
said in a statement the blast in the capital showed
"the (ruling) generals had completely lost control
over the situation" and demanded that they return
to barracks.

to accidents involving the tires to 103.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has received about 800 additional reports
of tire tread separation, blowouts and other problems with Firestone tires since the government last
updated the numbers on Aug. 31, the agency said.
It said there now have been reports of more than
400 injuries.
Most of the reported accidents have involved
the Ford Explorer, the world's top-selling sport
utility vehicle, on which the Firestone tires are
standard equipment.
The latest numbers on the Firestone investigation came as another tire maker, Continental General Tire, announced that it plans to replace
160,000 tires—mostly mounted on Lincoln Navigators—because they were found to be susceptible to losing their tread.

NEWS BRIEFS
ASK Night set for Sept. 28
Alumni Sharing Knowledge (ASK) Night is a reception for Puget Sound students to gain valuable advice about majors and jobs from alumni. The reception
is scheduled for Sept. 28 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Marshall Hall. Students have
the opportunity to ask about careers, academic courses, extracurricular activities, graduate school and job searches. Academic and Career Advising recommends that students prepare by researching who will be there and forming questions for them, as well as preparing a resume.

Pierce County AIDS Walk
to take place Sept. 23
The Pierce County AIDS Walk, a fundraiser for the Pierce County AIDS
Foundation, will take place Sept. 23 at 11 a.m. in Kendal Park, located at N.
26th and Orchard. PCAF, which supports AIDS research as well as support for
Pierce County community members with the disease, sponsors this event annually. Several UPS groups are walking or volunteering in the event. If you're
interested in walking, just show up at 10 a.m., or to volunteer, register at Volunteer Central in the park anytime from 7 a.m to 12:30 p.m.

Record turnout for fall
Greek Recruitment
Fall Rush, the informal process where transfer students and non-freshmen
join fraternities and sororities, is underway this week. There are only 10 men
involved in the rush process, which is normal for fall. Forty-three women are
participating in sorority rush, which is much higher than the usual number of
around 12 or 15. One reason for the increase is the fact that all five sororities are
participating in fall rush, not just a few of them. Formal rush for freshmen will
occur this spring, and will include hundreds of interested men and women.
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Sandals of the victims litter the ground where the bomb exploded in Islamabad.
Russians plan to salvage submarine
MOSCOW — President Vladimir Putin has decided to go forward with an operation to retrieve
the bodies of-118 crewmen, who died aboard a
nuclear submarine that sank in the Barents Sea,
Deputy Prime Minister Ilya Klebanov said on
Tuesday, Sept. 18.
Some recent reports had said that the proposed
operation was being delayed because of disputes
over financing. But contracts with the Norwegian
company Stolt Offshore, whose divers were able
to open the hatch of sub after Russian efforts failed,
have been drafted and are expected to be signed
within a few days. Efforts to raise the sub itself
are to start next summer.

NATIONAL
Survivors, body found after Cuban hijack
MIAMI - Nine survivors and one corpse were
plucked from the sea on Tuesday after a small
Cuban plane was hijacked from western. Cuba and
went down in the open sea during an apparent bid
to flee the communist-ruled island, U.S. and Cuban officials said.
15 more deaths in Firestone case
WASHINGTON — Fifteen more deaths were
reported Tuesday in the federal government's investigation into defective Firestone tires, bringing the total number of reported fatalities .linked
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Western states agree on wildfire plan
SALT LAKE CITY — Six Western governors
have forged a political truce with the Clinton administration that could result in an additional $1.6
billion spent on fire relief for the West.
The governors of Utah, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and South Dakota set aside their
differences with the administration over logging
and road-building restrictions on national forests
during a meeting Monday in Salt Lake City. The
Clinton administration earlier this summer proposed spending $1.2 billion on firefighting, nearly
half of which would replenish federal fire suppression funds. Other funds were earmarked for restoring burned lands and protecting watersheds.
Girl Scouts named in discrimination suit
" NEW YORK — A graphic designer for the Girl
Scouts is suing the organization, alleging it denied him promotions due totis gender, according
to court records made public Tuesday.
Joseph Picca said that in 15 years at the Girl
Scouts' New York headquarters, he was denied one
promotion and barred from applying for two more.
Picca's lawyer said he will seek class-action status for the case with about 115 male employees.
News Around the Globe is compiled weekly
by Bryhn Ireson, Assistant News Editor
Sources include The Associated Press, Reuters,
USAToay:Olitine and ABCNEWS Online
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Most Puget Sound
students (67%) have

4

or fewer drinks*

when they party.

* 1 DRINK = ONE 12 OZ. BEER, 4 TO
5 OZ. WINE, OR 1 OZ. HARD LIQUOR.
Based on survey data collected by Counseling,
Health and Wellness Services (2000) from 273
Puget Sound students in a randomly selected
mailing.
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on campus
AUGUST 28 - SEPTEMBER 19

Climate Action dials
up the White House
JENNIFER TILL=

News Editor

The following incidents have been reported to Security
Servoces since the start of classes:
Sept. 4, 2 a.m.: Several students were contacted near the Thompson fountain who appeared to be violating the University's alcohol policy. Tacoma
Police were requested when the students were initially uncooperative. There
were no arrests.
Sept. 9, 12:33 p.m.: A student reported her bicycle was stolen from the
front porch of the Gamma Phi Beta sorority. The bicycle was secured through
the back wheel with a U-bolt style lock. The wheel and lock were found
attached to rack.
Sept. 11, 3:10 p.m.: A female resident of Harrington Hall reported discovering a male in the basement women's bathroom. The man left the area
after about 10 minutes without saying or doing anything. Security was notified several minutes later and immediately checked the area. The man was
not located.
Sept. 12, 1 p.m.: A student reported her bicycle was stolen from the front
porch of the Gamma Phi Beta sorority. The front tire only was locked to the
rack and it was not stolen.
Sept. 13, 10:30 a.m.: Two large maroon and white UPS Logger banners
were reported stolen from Baker Stadium after the football game. The banners are very expensive. Please contact the Athletic department if you have
any information on the banners.
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Did you dial the White House yesterday? Climate Action, a global warming action and awareness campaign, hopes so.
This semester, the volunteers for Climate Action
are mobilized to engage the campus in a variety of
direct action activities, from teaching the community about the dangers of global warming to rallies
in Seattle designed to catch the attention of highranking officials.
Following Tuesday evening's campaign kick-off
meeting, the group's first campus-wide action was
yesterday, with a drive to flood the White House,
State Department and Environmental Protection
Agency with student messages. The gist of most
messages was that each student cared enough about
the issue of global warming to urge President
Clinton to make a change in environmental policies.
Altogether, over 1,500 students from all over the
country called the White House for a period of four
hours, jamming the lines. At Puget Sound, over 50
calls were made from the SUB on calling cards provided by Climate Action. In addition, 75 letters were
signed and sent when students and some faculty
members could no longer reach the White House
due to flooded message boxes.
Katie Briggs, a freshman, expressed the urgency
behind the massive student drive: "This is not an

issue that we can
take lightly. We
must raise this as an
issue, to make President Clinton and
others in roles of politica: leadership realize that we will
not let our earth
overheat in our lifetime. We can't wait
for the results, we
must do all we can
now to make a difference."
A student calls in
The students organizing Climate Action are working closely with
Green Corps, a national environmental action group,
to coordinate this semester's activities. Green Corps'
national campaign is an effort to convince Clinton
and others to take a stand for effective gobal warming control at an upcoming conference at The Hague
in the Netherlands.
"Never underestimate the power of a student's
voice and the ability for students to unite for a global cause," said freshman Kerstin Meyers, one of
the coordinators for the event. "Here at UPS we've
organized a substantial group of students and we
intend to work in the community and with other
schools across the nation to make political leaders
responsible for their country."

Sept. 14, 3:25 p.m.: A student reported someone tried to take her bicycle
from the front porch of the Gamma Phi Beta sorority. The bike was locked
with two separate devices; one had been cut.
Sept. 16, 7:35 p.m.: A student reported her bicycle was stolen from the
Fieldhouse. The thief(s) left her front wheel, which was locked to the rack
with a U-bolt style lock.
Sept. 17, 1:15 a.m.: Student Programs reported the keg used for root beer
and a tap belonging to Dining Services were stolen from the loft area of the
Wheelock Student Center after Casino Night.
Sept. 17, 1:25 a.m.: Two students reported they were assaulted without
provocation or apparent motive while walking off campus near North 10th
and Alder Streets. The suspects initially drove by in a vehicle described
only as a small gray hatchback. They confronted the students a few minutes
later. One student was punched and the other kicked; both to the face area.
Neither were seriously injured. The students reported the incident to Tacoma
Police, who immediately checked the area for the suspects. They were not
located.
Sept. 18, 6:15 p.m.: A student reported the face plate to her compact disc
player was stolen from her vehicle. The vehicle was parked in the lot on the
south side of the student center. Suspect(s) entered the vehicle by braking
the passenger side window.
Sept. 19, 12:45 a.m.: Security and Tacoma Police removed an individual
from campus who was visiting a student in Todd Hall. The visitor was creating a disturbance in a parking lot and entered a University owned house
on North Lawrence street without permission from the residents.
Crime Prevention Tips:
Always secure your bicycle through the frame with a U-bolt style lock.
Bicycles should be locked to designated racks only.
Report suspicious people or activity to Security Services immediately
by dialing 3311 from any campus telephone.
Security provides a 24-hour safety escort service. Contact Security for
more information. Students are advised against walking alone at night.

WELLS
FARGO

SKIP
the LECTURE We make

BANKING

Here's a subject you can ace. Banking at Wells Fargo is a walk in the quad with
the Student Combo Package. It combines a range of services into one smart plan.
Sign up today at the Wells Fargo location nearest your school and you'll
rock with a free Sony Music Gift Certificate.
The Student Combo Package
Student ATM Checking
Free Student MasterCard
ATM & Check Card
Online Account Access and much more

Plus log onto wellsfargo.com/special/sweepstakes
and enter the Wells Fargo Student Combo Sweepstakes
for a chance to win a Palm m100 handheld computer.
No annual fee when linked as overdraft protection to your Wells Fargo checking account. Credit card
issued by Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and is subject to qualification. 2000 Wells Fargo Banks.
Members FDIC. All Rights Reserved. Palm is a trademark of Palm, Inc., or its subsidiaries.
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Happy Dragon pleases collegiate palate, wallet
SALLY BROWNING

Assistant A&E Editor
The Happy Dragon Restaurant, located at eh and Alder
Streets, within walking distance from UPS, combines personality, fairly good Hunan, Mandarin and Szechuan Chinese
Cuisine and a 10 percent discount for students. The restaurant
is a good bet for take out or fast meals and the casual-style
dining is suitable for most UPS students on a budget.
While maintaining the usual paper dragons and wall murals, the restaurant strays slightly from other Chinese eateries
in its decor. The single room is well lit with rainbow overhead
lighting and vinyl blue colored booth seating, reminiscent of
the 1970s. The colorful wood paneled dining room can accommodate small- or medium-sized groups comfortably and
despite the noise that resonates from the open kitchen, the room
maintains a relaxing aura. The atmosphere is also pleasant due

to the non-smoking policy and the seemingly out-of-place classical background music.
The service, while exceedingly fast, is not of the friendliest
nature. Substitutions are not always accepted and the service
staff seems a bit overwhelmed. While the water
contains a little too much lemon, the unlimited hot
tea is a pleasant way to start off the meal and appetizers seem to be made with the utmost of care. The
Happy Dragon offers numerous combination meals
which usually include the choice of flavorful wonton
or hot and sour soup, fried rice and different meat or vegetable
dishes. These seem to be a good value and offer a variety of
choices to the customer. It is also possible to order your favorite dish with a cup of highly recommended white rice or a
vegetable spring roll.
The hot and spicy dishes are also recommended and are available on a one-to-five scale. There are numerous different

Studio fills need of
student filmmakers
Media Services Department
offers students local opportunities
lets. The other Dells will be set up as web
Staff Writer
design workstations. One G4 in each studio will be set up exclusively for digital
When renovations were completed on video editing, featuring such tools as
Collins Memorial Library this summer, Adobe Premiere and a digital video to
and when visitors who had used the old VHS converter.
Media Center saw the changes done to
Currently, Media Services is in its dethe basement, they were likely not velopmental stage. A lot of new equippleased. Their favorite carrel, number ment has yet to be unpacked, never mind
035, was no more. In its place stood a properly arranged and configured. But
big empty mom with a few computers, Gordon Gilbert, one of the multimedia
video monitors and cardboard boxes. specialists, said that students should feel
Their automatic reaction of resistance free to come down with questions, cornis now silly in retrospect, for that big ments and input for what directions the
empty room represents more creative new Media Center could take.
For example, three side rooms along
potential than that tiny little carrel ever
had. More than just another computer the back walls of each digital studio are
lab, the Media Services Department is a now empty. They could be used for storstudent filmmaker's dream.
age, or perhaps, with enough student inBecause it is not yet finished, the cur- terest, they could be used for sound sturent state of the Media Services Depart- dios fit for laying tracks in songs or dubment may not be appealing at first glance. bing movie soundtracks.
But when walking into the main public
So far, the Media Services Department
room, one can easily recognize its po- still functions in almost every way that
tential. With more interest and input on it did last year. Students can still check
behalf of the student body, the depart- out VHS camcorders and tripods, and
ment can flourish and become a center have free use of the older editing machines. Digital still
for student creativity
cameras will soon be
on campus.
available for checkThe department
The Media Services
out, and digital
consists of three
Department may not be camcorders may soon
main sections. Similar to the old Media
be available on loan.
appealing at first, but
Perhaps this new
Center, the main pubits potential can be
media lab can spark
lic area consists of a
an interest in a more
cluster of four comeasily recognized.
powerful movieputers, a scaledmaking culture on
down version of the
electronic commons on the first floor, campus. As of yet, student films have
couches and television monitors, small only showcased in an annual film festiprivate viewing stations, and the old ana- val, "Foolish Pleasures," which is held
log video equipment. April 1. With the lack of on campus edWhat is the most fascinating, however, iting and special effects equipment on
are the rooms to the right of the entryway. campus, student filmmakers were literThe student and faculty digital studios ally left to their own devices.
With a newly accessible set of creative
are of equal size. Within each room reside seven computers, four Dell tools, open for both the curious amateur
Optiplexes and three Macintosh G4s. and the student looking to pad his portTwo of the G4s will be set up for high folio, perhaps student filmmaking will
level graphics work, featuring scanners, expand beyond those artists that can afslide scanners and possibly drawing tab- ford to spend money on their own tools.
SHERRARD EWING

choices for vegetarians, and all dishes are presented in an appetizing manner. While there are no dessert choices on the
menu, every meal is concluded with the traditional fortune
cookie. While the fortunes aren't original, the cookies are good.
The food is cooked using 100 percent canola oil
and no MSG, and all of the vegetables are steamed.
The restaurant has a separate, less expensive
lunch menu which is operative Monday through
Friday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., while dinner can be
ordered at any time throughout business hours.
The location and discount make The Happy Dragon a good
bet for a late night snack, although the restaurant is only open
for business until 10 p.m. on weekends and 9 p.m. on weekdays. The restaurant does a lot of take out business and seems
to be frequented by families and college students. Take out
menus are available at the front counter and telephone orders
are welcome.
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RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
dvantage.
,

ch i

Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:
Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
A strong commitment to low expenses
Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professorS and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for—
and Enjoy--successful retirements.

THE=TIAA-CIE
ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete intonation on our securities prOdods, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509,10 request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and T1AA Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. •
TIM and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. 0 2000 TIAA-CREF 08103
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'Stomp' offers sound celebration in Seattle
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
Actor: Clap. Clap.
Audience: CLAP CLAP!
If you have not yet had the chance to
experience "Stomp," a mind-boggling
menagerie of dance and music in unexpected places, I urge you to go. You
won't regret it.
This show isn't your average musical. Missing entirely are makeup, hairdressing and fancy costumes. These musicians wore jeans and t-shirts or tank
tops and well-worn heavy work boots.
Aside from a few shouts and grunts, the
show has only six spoken words, just
before the end. The amazing part is how
much of a story the actors tell without
the use of words.
Opening with a lone actor sweeping
the stage with a large push broom, a scattered peal of applause and a whoop
seemed to startle the man. He looked
around like he was just the janitor and
continued sweeping. Soon enough,
however, other sweepers appeared and
proceeded to play off each other's ambient sounds in a layered texture that
was both addictive and strangely moving in its alien simplicity.

The main gist of "Stomp" is that eight
people enjoy challenging each other to
create music and complex rhythms out
of everyday objects. These objects can
be as simple as the actors' own hands and
feet or as bizarre as giant oil drums
strapped to their feet or entire metal
kitchen sinks full of water and some
dishes hung around their necks. Each
piece feeds off the others, sometimes reiterating rhythms and other times creating entirely new themes.
The minimal story is sprinkled with
humor—one thinner actor served as a sort
of clown at times, missing his cues and
deliberately playing to the audience during an intended solo.
Another humorous element of the show
is the emphasis on sections involving
audience participation. This forced the
audience to no longer be passive observers, but instead to participate, to surrender to the pervasive rhythms and turn on
all their senses to what is happening on
the stage. You could hear the concentration as all eyes centered on the lone figure onstage, watching for the two-clap
signal to answer.
Inevitably, someone would be late, inviting the actor to roll his eyes and throw
up his hands in mock frustration. When

all 2,000 people managed to synchronize
their responses, we got a round of applause from the actor, quite the opposite
of what newcomers were expecting.
I was constantly surprised by the infinite variety of objects used, as well as
what kinds of sounds each object was
capable of making. One piece I found
particularly haunting is the routine using different lengths of rubber tubing.
Each of the eight had a distinct, hollow
note, nearly bell-like, but duller.
They walked around the stage slowly,
weaving around each other, repeating a
pattern of notes that periodically stopped,
waiting for the highest note (and the
shortest pipe), played by the clown character, which was always later than the
other actors seemed to want it to be. This
made the scene even more complex, with
the added element of humor.
The cast certainly showed their vigor
the night I saw the show, as a few broom
handles broke and some drumsticks as
well, and I never heard anyone miss a
beat as an offstage prop manager tossed
the actor a new one from the wings. Apparently this happens all the time, but I
can hardly imagine being able to deal
with such an unexpected occurrence if it
were in my hands.

The show runs for two hours with no
intermission, but the time seems to fly
by as the beats are mesmerizing and the
actors engaging, each showing their personality while blending with the
overarching rhythm.
The night I attended,
Interactive segments
the cast received a
standing ovation.
forced the audience to
The only negative
reaction I heard was
surrender their passivity
from one of my comto the pervasive rhythms
panions, who wished
that some scenes
and turn on all their
were shorter or misssenses to what was
ing entirely because
the beats were too
happening on the stage.
similar to scenes they
had previously done,
but personally, I felt that the effect was
either negligible or even added to the coherence of the show in its repetition.
Perhaps the best way to describe
"Stomp" to the uninitiated is to use the
words of The Toronto Sun: "There is perhaps only one beat more compelling than
the beat of `Stomp'—that is the beat of
your own heart."
"Stomp" runs through Sept. 24 at the
5th Avenue Theatre in Seattle. Call (206)
292-ARTS or Ticketmaster for tickets.

Voice can't save 'Water to Drink' ASIIPS Showcase
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
Everybody can't be great at everything, it seems from
Victoria Williams' recently released album, Water to Drink.
An unmistakably talented singer (her voice resembles an odd
blend of Macy Gray, Alanis Morisette and Betty Boop), Williams is a fundamentally second-rate songwriter, who has released what amounts to a pretty crummy album.
According to Atlantic Records, who wants desperately to
sell as many copies of Water to Drink as possible, Victoria
Williams earned major laudation at the Lilith Fair tour in 1997,
and inspired a benefit album by Pearl Jam, Soul Asylum and
Lou Reed. Williams also founded the Sweet Relief Musicians
Fund, which provides funds for struggling musicians. Herself
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, according to the
Sweet Relief webpage, Williams is a devoted humanitarian. She is currently on tour and will be at
the Century Ballroom in Seattle on Sept. 25.
"Grandma's Hat Pin" opens with a sultry, dissonant introduction, leading into Williams' thin but
powerful voice. The song focuses on lyricism and poetry, completely ignoring melodic interest and musical skill. Nevertheless, the song offers hope, moving along to the solid, rhythmic
drumming of Danny Frankel and good organ work by J. C.
Hopkins (who co-produced the album with Williams).
Track two, "Gladys and Lucy," also offers a glimmer of possibility, but the enticingly jazzy opening leads only to a thoroughly convoluted and meandering tune. Once again, the background performances, especially the brass lines—though the
organ and drumming are again explicitly emphasized—prove
an able distraction from the second consecutive lackluster track.
Thanks to a good finale, though, and Williams' intriguing style,
the song doesn't completely bomb.
The album seems to picking up steam, here; the third song,
"Water to Drink," was not written by Williams—and it shows.
With an excellent samba feel and a compelling vocal intro, the
smooth, rich qualities of Williams' voice come through. "Light
the Lamp Freddie," moreover, proves a significant improvement over Williams' other efforts, and her delicate rendition
of this sedately emotive track is impressive.
But the momentum ends here. "Claude" is a completely
meaningless and uninteresting song that more resembles an
Adam Sandler ditty than any serious musical fare. Even the
quasi-"doo-wop" chorus is a flop. Although demonstrating an

ability to sing powerfully, she has no real material with which
to flex her vocal muscles. The background vocals, also sung
by Williams, are catchier than the all-too-absent "melody."
Fortunately, she gives a pleasantly twangless and lyrical performance to the countrified "Joy of Love." The song is predictably sappy and self-inflated, a mix between a mediocre
praise song and an inferior country ballad.
The album does have its highlights—and "Until the Real
Thing Comes Along" is its frontrunner. With this '30s-style
jazz ballad, Williams displays a fine combination of playfulness and soulful introspection, although the song has less material to work with than it feigns. The string arrangements by
Van Dyke Parker are erratic but generally effective, and John
Birdsong gives a convincing cornet solo.
Greg Leisz picks up the pedal steel guitar for "Lagniappe,"
which works well in the song's (otherwise fairly
intolerable) spoken intro. A generally decent
1.451C song—expressive, tuneful and well-performed—it sounds, like many of the other tracks,
et,ce,..t.. a bit bare, as though she didn't know what to do
next and padded her songs with filler. A song
with some actual direction is not to be underrated.
The album itself is jammed with extraneous Styrofoam peanuts—pure padding. Another fluff-filled track made tolerable
by Williams' voice, "Junk," begins, "One man's junk is another man's jewel," as cliched as a first line can get. "Little
Bird" is three or four minutes of sheer dreadfulness—it is saccharine, melodramatic, badly written slop from someone who
has spent way too much time with the poetry of Jewel.
She goes from that disaster to a galling cover of "Young at
Heart," the well-known song immortalized by Jimmy Durante.
Well, I've heard Jimmy Durante—and Ms. Williams, you are
no Jimmy Durante. Her rendition is a joyless and lifeless stab
at a beautiful song, and perfectly suitable to be played behind
the closing credits of an unwatchable Meg Ryan picture.
"A Little Bit of Love," paradoxically enough, is a much
worse song that proves significantly less infuriating than the
last. Perhaps Williams' treading on the toes of a mediocre original is more acceptable than defacing what is legendary.
Whatever the reason, "A Little Bit of Love" is a strong finale to this complete puzzlement of an album. If Williams'
goal was to prove her own talent, then the album succeeds in
full. If her goal was to make good music, however—that is
another,matter entirely. Whateyer I think of hermusic, though,
it seems that one could hardly go wrong in admiring the woman.

Presents:

Noon
Marshall Hall
Friday, September 22
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Found: signs of 'Chrono Cross worth playing
H
intelligent theater
wanted to be somebody...now I see I
should have been more specific;" Agnus
Angst, a fifteen-year-old punk perfor"Thank you, thank you, thank you. I mance artist resigned to living with her
grandparents, Lud and Marie, after her
was worried no one would show up toparents change the locks while she's at
night," Lily Tomlin said after the curschool; and Lyn, a freshly divorced uptain opened and the applause died down.
And with that the play began. "The beat eco-nut whose best friends are Edie,
a black lesbian with a penchant for pool,
Search for
and Marge, a chain smoker who is prone
Signs of Intelligent Life in
to bad relationships.
the Universe,"
Throughout the show, Tomlin's acting
written and didelights the audience as she switches
characters without breaking stride and
rected by Jane Wagner, runs until Oct. 7
handles the occasional technical glitch
at the Seattle Repertory Theatre. The
play is warming up at the Seattle Center
("No, this is not part of the show") with
grace and humor. Wagner impresses us
with the Seattle Rep before moving to
through her intelligent
Broadway for a ten
week run in Novemwriting with just
enough sarcasm to get
ber. "The Search for Throughout the show,
her point across and
Signs of Intelligent Tomlin's acting
filled with gems like
Life in the Universe"
"this is soup...this is
originally ran at the delights the audience.
art" (Trudy explaining
Seattle Rep in 1985
the difference between a can of
and is back to commemorate that run.
Campbell's Tomato Soup and Andy
The show is a one-woman show starWarhol's famous Campbell's painting to
ring Tomlin, who is well known for various roles in film ("Nashville," "9 to 5,"
her space alien friends).
It is plain to see why Tomlin came
and "The Incredible Shrinking
away with a Tony and Wagner received
Woman"), TV (Edith Ann) and theater
a New York Drama Desk Award after
("Appearing Nitely," for which she was
"The Search for Signs of Intelligent Life
awarded a special Tony Award). The play
in the Universe" debuted in 1985.
is intelligently written and Tomlin's perThe only drawbacks were the length
formance left my sides aching.
(two and a half
"The Search for
hours) and the age
Signs of Intelliof the script. Writgent Life in the
ten in 1985, some
Universe" is, esof its jokes and alsentially, a story
lusions will make a
about humankind
little less sense to
and the humor instudents than they
herent in everyday
will to the audience
life. Our guide to
members who rehumanity is Trudy,
I member when
a bag lady with a
"The Search for
metal plate in her
Signs of Intelligent
head who knows Lily Tomlin is a one-woman
the meaning of show in "The Search for Signs of Life in the Universe" opened for
life... except she Intelligent Life in the Universe."
the first time. All in
forgot it. Unabashall, however, I was not disappointed.
edly crazy, Trudy introduces us to an
The bottom line? Where other plays
eclectic mix of characters whose lives
are "soup," this play was art.
she observes during her time hopping
Performances are Tuesday through
travels with her space alien chums.
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. with 2 p.m. matiThrough Trudy we meet such charnees on Saturday and Sunday. Tickets are
acters as Kate, a cynical rich woman who
$10 for anyone under the age of 25. To
believes boredom can and is killing her;
reserve tickets, call the Seattle Repertory
Chrissie, an aspiring human who sums
it up best when she says "All my life I've Theatre box office at (206) 443-2222.
Bid 1-1 E MUIRHEAD

Staff Writer

7dzetecit
Reciecat

Campus Films Presents:

High Fidelity
Friday & Saturday
7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Sunday
6 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT CAMPUS FILMS AT
WWW.ASUPS.UPS.EDUIEVEN'FS/FILMS

final battle, the music stays with the you even after
you have finished playing the game.
The fully rendered cutscenes of the movie are
In the world of console roleplaying games marvelous. Though they look obviously computer
generated, there are enough details to offer a scene
(RPGs), one name stands out among the throng, this
name is SquareSoft. They have produced some of that feels real, even though it visually isn't. Every
single cutscene was a joy to watch, even though
the most breathtaking
you see some of them many times throughout the
games ever seen on any
course of the game.
platform. One of their
The storyline can make or break any game, and
most famous and most
that is truly the only place where I had difficulties
well loved games,
while playing this game. It has a marvelous storyline
"Chrono Trigger," has just had its sequel released.
from beginning to end. It has you wondering what
Surprisingly, the sequel, "Chrono Cross," is at least
as good, if not better, than the original game. In is coming next, and trying to figure out the whole
picture from each little nugget of information that
most categories, "Chrono Cross" raises the bar on
you find. The storyline is what kept me glued to
the standards of a good game, and in those that it
this game for the hours that it took it to complete.
doesn't, it at least matches expectations.
At several points within the story, you are flooded
As with most SquareSoft games released recently,
the graphics level of the game is fairly high. The with a deluge of information, where it seems that
the designers forgot to tell you several things, and
hand-drawn backgrounds of the world are spectacular. Some parts will take your breath away with their so they just heap it all on you at once. Particularly
right before the end battle I think the information
beauty and attention to detail.
The battle engine is fully 3D and has a high level could have been presented better. This is a minor
of detail as well. Every skill and spell has its own gripe, however, and it didn't affect my enjoyment
of the game.
special effect, with no two looking exactly alike.
Overall, I could not have asked for a better seEach of the 44 characters has its own 'Tech
Skills,' and while some of them are similar, each of quel to "Chrono Trigger." In fact, I was expecting
a whole lot less than what I received. If you have
the animations for those skills are altered so as to
never played "Chrono Trigger," "Chrono Cross"
look unique to the character they are associated with.
The music and sounds for "Chrono Cross" are may not be the game for you, since a lot of the
stunning. The original composers from "Chrono storyline and nuances of the game do come from
the original. I would highly
Trigger" were brought back
recommend this game to
on board to create the stuneveryone who has played
ning masterpieces that are
"Chrono Trigger" on Super
the music scores for this
Title: Chrono Cross
Nintendo or PlayStation,
game. Never before have I
and I would highly recomheard music that so accu*****
mend playing "Chrono
rately depicts the moods of
(out of 5 stars)
Trigger" and then "Chrono
each area. From the playful
Cross" chronologically if
twanging tune of the city of
Platform: PlayStation
you have not played either
Termina to the haunting
Price: $49.99
of the games before.
melody that accompanies the

Gamer's Info

Ultimately, the experience he gains
in Ecuador will change the lives of the
kids in his neighborhood back home.

PEACE CORPS

How far are you willing to go to make a difference?
. f
Meet Recruiters and Discuss Your Possibilities in Peace Corps!
Wednesday, September 27
Info Table:
Wheelock Student Center, 9:30 am - 2:30 pm
f
rOsti
General Information Session:
Wheelock Student Center, Room 201, 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

vrww.peacecorps.gov • 1-800-424-8580
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'70s spiritedness pervades Crowe's 'Almost Famous'
they still sometimes refer to him as "the
enemy," because his pen has the power
to glorify or exploit the band. William is
Imagine that you're a senior in high
presented with a moral dilemma as to
school and you work for Rolling Stone
whether or not he should portray the band
Magazine in 1973. Imagine that instead
as he views them off-stage, doing amaof enduring the last few excruciating
teur and gluttonous deeds
weeks before graduation at school, you
that they don't want the naare on tour with a band that is on the cusp
tion to know about.
"Almost Famous"
of stardom. Welcome- to the life of the
"It's all happening," a
Rating: ****
"Almost Famous" main character, Willrepeated line throughout
iam (Patrick Fugit), a boy whose ardor
"Almost Famous," personiMovie Rating
for rock music lands him a job profiling
fies the convergence of the
System
a promising band called Stillwater.
0 themes of awakening, pasWilliam parallels Cameron Crowe,
sion, and love that meet in
Not worth your time
William (Patrick Fugit) and Penny Lane (Kate Hudson) look this movie. Not only does
the film's writer and director, the same
Rent it when there's
guy who directed "Jerry Maguire" and
on as Stillwater prepares for a concert in "Almost Famous."
the movie make you immenothing better to do
"Say Anything." Crowe created the
diately want to grow your
movie based on his boyhood experience
The audience imbibes the '70s "sex, creasingly attracted to a girl who calls
Worth going out to
hair long, sport the aweone of these days
where he, too, wrote for Rolling Stone drugs and rock 'n roll" atmosphere herself Penny Lane (Kate Hudson). some hippie clothes seen in
out of passion for rock 'n roll. Stillwater,
through the innocent eyes of William. Penny Lane is one of the "Band-Aids." the movie, and join a band,
Run, don't walk, to
the band that William tours with, allegWilliam is advised to do justice to rock "Band-Aids" (not to be confused with but the film reminds you of
the movie theater!
edly is a combination of the
'n roll in writing his article groupies) are the girls who are along for how great music is.
Eagles, Led Zeppelin and the MovTO
without turning rock into a de- the ride out of love for the music, and in
"Almost Famous" is a
Allthan Brothers. Throughout Havre
based "industry of cool."
Penny's case, love for Russell. They repstory about following a dream, self-realthe tour, William attempts to get
As William struggles to meet resent the promiscuity of the '70s, yet ization, and "loving something so badly
a personal interview with Stillwater's
a deadline and accurately represent they also symbolize the devotion of huthat it hurts," quoting one of the Bandguitarist, Russell (Billy Crudup); the
Stillwater for Rolling Stone, he slowly man beings.
Aids. It highlights the value of dynamic
movie's interview mirrors Crowe's realloses his objectivity. William makes
Although William is seen by the rest people, and leaves you with an apprelife interview with Jackson Browne.
friends with Russell and becomes in- of the band members as a naïve little boy, ciation for life, dreams and rock n' roll.
KATHLEEN SULLIVAN

Staff Writer

**
***
****
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Sightless adventurer to speak at Puget Sound
On Sept. 27 in Thompson Hall Room 126 at 7 p.m., mountaineer and

Thursday, Sept. 21, 2000
'Norse & Ram Stories"
an artist talk by Kelsey Fernkopf
Kittredge Gallery, 4 p.m.
Campus Films presents 'High Fidelity'
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 22-23
7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Sunday, Sept. 24 6 and 8:30 p.m.
$1.00 with UPS I.D.

Friday, Sept. 22, 2000
Grand Opening of the Cellar

adventurer Erik Weihenmayer will present a motivational program which
includes his personal history as an adventurer and the unique perspectives
and strategies which have enabled him to tackle some of the world's most
difficult peaks as a blind mountaineer.

Wednesday, Sept. 27, 2000
Honors Film Series presents
1kirul by Akira Kurosawa
7 p.m., Wyatt Nail rm. 109, NM
4

He will share his insights about learning from failures as well as sucesses,
transforming challenges into opportunities and living our lives as exciting
adventures. Weihenmayer's prog-am will also include slides from his suc2
cessful accent of Aconcagua in January 1999. He became the first blind
man to reach the 22,850-foot summit of the highest mountain in the South-

Wednesday, Sept. 27, 2000
Nancy Kiefer, Paintings, and Stamp
Show, Kittredge Gallery
Through Oct. 29, Free

ern Hemisphere.
The program is co-sponsored by Backpackers'Supply, UPS, and Mountain Hardwear. Tickets can be purchased in advance at Backpackers Supply and UPS for $5, or $4 with student I.D. and $6 at the door.

Northwest jewelry exhibited in Tacoma
From Sept. 19, 2000 until Jan. 1, 2001, art fans can view "Under the
influence: Northwest Jewelry and Ethnographic Objects" at the Tacoma
Art Museum. The exhibit features the contemporary work of Northwest
jewelry artists and their inspirations from assorted world cultures.
Included in the show are the works of Philip Baldwin, Flora Book,
Jana Brevik, Nancy Megan Corwin, Ken Cory, Laurie Hall, Ron Ho,

Seattle Repertory Theatre presents
'Jar the Floor by Cheryl L West
Sept. 25 through Oct. 28, 2000
7:30p.m.
139.00 Sun/Tues./Wed ✓Thum/Matinee
$42.00 Fri./Sat./Opening
Tacoma Actors Guild presents
*Picasso at the Lapin Agile" by Steve Martin
Through Oct.8, 2000
(253)272-214-5

Tacoma Little Theatre presents
'Pump Boys & Dinettes'
Sept. 22-24, 8 p.m.
(253) 272-2281

Sarah Hood, Mary Lee Hu, Gina Pankowski, Ruth Pennington, Maria
Philips, Kiff Slemmons, Ramona Solberg, Lori Talcott, Cynthia Toops
and Nancy Worden. The show is sponsored by the Corporate Council
for the Arts Guendolen Carkeek Plestcheeff Decorative and Designs Arts
Fund. For more information, contact (253)272-4258 or visit

Tacoma Art Museum presents
'Under the Influence: Northwest
Jewelry and Ethnographic Objects'
Through Jan. 1, 2001

www.TacomaArtMuseum.org.

Tacoma Symphony Orchestra to open season
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra opens Friday, Sept. 22, at 8 p.m. with the
singing voice of mezzo soprano Margaret Lattimore. She will join Maestro

Paintbrush Ball
Tacoma Art Museum
Sept. 23
(253) 2724258

Harvey Felder and the Tapoma Symphony Chorus in a performance of
"Alexander Nevsky" by Prokofiev. The program also includes Copland's
"Fanfare for the Common Man" and selections from Berlioz and Richard
Strauss. Tickets range from $16 to $50. Call 272-7264 for ticket information, or visit the Pantages Theater box office.
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No longer will you ever tune to 90.1
with the hopes and expectations of
listening to some good old college
radio only to find dead air. A
transmission monitoring machine
and a randomizer will allow the
station to broadcast music 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.
KUPS will also soon be able to accept
e-mail requests.

DNICIAIV
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"Live Hour," a program
broadcasted between 1 and 8 p.m.
every day, will feature live songs
from a variety of artists.
"Universal Buzz," a program which
will broadcast twice a week during
"Live Hour," will play professional
recordings of live concerts. The
concerts will be "big name"
concerts from around the country.
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Logger women shut out Banana Slugs
on consecutive days, winding up with
Banana Slugs 21-9. The Slugs were
an overtime tie against Montclair State
whistled for nine fouls and the Loggers
and defeating the University of Redlands
committed 13.
AARON FIJNG
1-0.
As an added bonus to consecutive
Staff Writer
After a stalemate for 16 minutes of victories, junictr goalkeeper Karen
In the past year, the UPS women's
play, sophomore Maya Mendoza passed Ecklebe was named Northwest Confersoccer team has made a remarkable as- the ball to sophomore Dusty Marcel. ence Women's Soccer Player of the
cension. Beginning the 1999 season Moving quickly, Marcel's pass found Week. Ecklebe was recognized for reunranked in the nation,
sophomore Brianna cording back to back shutouts and makCoach Randy Hanson
who maing 23 saves in the games against
Women's soccer has Hultgren,
guided the team all the
neuvered the ball
Montclair State and Redlands.
way to ninth in the Naand kicked it for the
Of the 22 players on the roster, half
a record of 2-1-0.
tion. The women's reLoggers' first goal of are underclassmen, which provides the
cent 3-0 shutout of the
the game. Fifteen
team with an excellent balance of
21st-ranked University of California- minutes later, Hultgren connected for her
young power for the future with the
Santa Cruz is a sign of their utter domisecond goal, giving the Loggers a 2-0
leadership and experience of the six
nance. Ranked one spot behind the Ba- lead, at the half's end.
seniors currently on the team.
nana Slugs in the nation this year at
Play resumed and no goals were
The team looks forward to an even
22nd, the team is undefeated as it heads
betterseason than the last, and if they
scored until the clock was dwindling and
into its fourth game against Pacific senior Laura Grinstead managed to break
continue thier current streak, there is
Lutheran.
no doubt that the Loggers will return
loose and score the Loggers' third and
Last week, the Loggers played games final goal of the game. UPS outshot the
to the top of the nation's rankings.
WOMEN'S SOCCER

44111110

Volleyball continues a

remarkable season
The women's volleyball team began their conference season this weekend with wins over Willamette University
and George Fox University. Friday night, the Loggers successfully controlled the pace of the game as they defeated
Willamette in three games. The Loggers benefited from
significant contributions from some of their bench players, including Rachel Quisenberry, Megan Apperson and
Anela Iaea.
Saturday night, the Loggers faced George Fox University, who they beat in a preseason tournament earlier this
year. George Fox fell to UPS in three games for the second time this season. The first game started as a tight competition, but the Loggers eventually won 15-7. In the next
two games, the Loggers turned up the heat and won both
with a score of 15-6. Karen Thomas came off the bench to
dominate on defense, and Eileen Gamache and Karen
Elmgren led the offense with solid performances. The
Loggers' next home game is Wednesday night against PLU.

Logger football beats
Claremont College
UPS football went on the road this weekend for a game
against Claremont College in California. After a slow start,
the Loggers' Bobby Jones opened the scoring by picking
off the ball and running it back for a touchdown. Brian
Siu continued the scoring with an 18-yard reception for a
touchdown, and Chad Mahoe ran the ball 10 yards into the
endzone. Claremont kept even with the Loggers, but then
Brett Scott caught a 5-yard pass to put the Loggers ahead.
Claremont evened the score, and then UPS went up by
three. After a short punt by the Loggers, Claremont moved
the ball towards the end zone. With the Loggers up by
three and time running low, David Sugihara blocked a
Claremont field goal to preserve the Logger lead and give
UPS its first win of the season, with a final score of 30-27.

Mariners, Seahawkiscome up with wins

ionsipswg Ullof/JV

Alex Rodriguez hit a two-run homer in the eighth inning on Sunday to lead the Mariners to a 3-2 win over the
Baltimore Orioles. Starting pitcher Freddy Garcia also
turned in a strong performance as the Mariners finished up
a three-game sweep of the Orioles for the first time since
1990. Another strong palyer is Edgar Martinez, a designated hitter who's impressive statistics heve earned him
MVP status by ESPN.com .
Seattle is now in a position to tie the Oakland A's for the
American League West title, in this case, they will play the
As at Safeco Field. If, however, Oakland edge the Mariners out, Seattle will possibly play in Bosoton for the onegame playoff.
Quarterback
John Kitna completed 22 of 29
passes Sunday to
„lead the Seattle
Seahawks to their
first victory of the
season against the
New Orleans Saints.
The Seahawks con,
trolled the ball in the
second half, and
their defense came
up with key plays in
the fourth quarter to
get the offense back
on the field. This alJohn Kitna
lowed the Seahawks
to pull ahead 17-10 and win with a score of 20-10.

Sports technology has gone too far
winning that we practically breed Olympians, hence the numerous teen athletes competing in the Olympics.
Sports Editor
In order to continue breaking records and enhancing performance, the U.S. Olympic Training Center draws athletes as
I recently saw a segment during the Olympics on the new
young as fifteen. So if you're talented enough you can be ripped
Nike Swift Suit, a sprinting suit that covers a sprinter's enfrom your freshman year in high school and sent to a place
tire body with specially designed fabric for each individual
where you will live and breath your sport,
body part, in order to give them an aeroso that maybe someday you will win a gold
dynamic edge over the competition.
medal and get to star in a commercial and
Shortly thereafter, I watched a 16-yearhave a tennis shoe named after you.
old compete in an Olympic swimming
This, however cool it may seem to the
event in another new piece of clothing,
average teenager, is ridiculous and dangerthe full-body swimsuit. As I am watchous. The wear on a young athlete's body
ing this, I can not help but laugh. Not only
can cause permanent damage, not to mendo the people wearing the new suits look
tion the complete lack of a normal life. And it's not only a risk
ridiculous, but the thought that winning a gold medal is so
for the young athletes; in order to be competitive at the interimportant that someone has spent thousands of hours and dolnational level, all athletes must push their minds and bodies to
lars perfecting clothing that may give an athlete a millisecthe limit. They train
ond of an advanfor seven or eight
tage also crosses
hours a day, and it
my mind.
has been speculated
It seems comithat many take some
cal, but at the same
sort of steroid or pertime I have to wonformance drug (both
der, "what next?"
legal and illegal).
After all, at one
Admittedly, I mytime athletes actuself have become enally wore cotton
grossed in sport beand shoes with
.. fore. I fully underseams. How much
stand the need and
farther do we have
desire to be the best,
to go before someE and the thought of
one says enough is
leading the athlete's
enough?
.life
would be excitIt is obvious that
ing to anyone. Howthe reason many
ever, in hindsight,
people strive to be
the price that one
the best in the world 16-year-old Puyallup native Megan Quann competes in
pays for the glint in
is because Olympic the 100 meter breathstroke at the 2000 Olympics.
the spotlight can be
competion has, like
high.
For
example,
I
and
many
of
my
friends
that I ski raced
the rest of society, become materialistic. Athletes are desperwith will probably have arthritis in our knees before age thirty.
ate to win gold medals so that they can get a million dollar
This is not only due to our early and rigorous start in a sport,
commercial deal, and will do almost anything to win. And
but my personal injury was partly due to the introduction of
when they do, we will jump at the chance to buy whatever
new ski technology that increased the chance of knee injury in
product that they are selling.
many women, unbenounced to me.
Another reason is that it has become a cultural obsession to
Therefore, as I watch the Olympics this fall, full of patriotic
constantly push the limits of humans, hence the numerous
pride
and anticipation, I can't help but be frustrated with the
world records that are broken at every Olympics. But are hupace at which sports are moving. If we don't initiate some sort
mans really getting faster, stronger and better? Or is the equipof return to the basics of athletic competition, we may find
ment getting better, the drugs becoming less detectable and
ourselves with nowhere to go. After all, there must be some
the training starting even earlier?
limit to what a human can accomplish, both physically and
I would say that the latter has a lot to do with the success of
technologically. I'm not saying that we need to reintroduce
today's athletes. Not that hard work, dedication and the foswooden skis and cotton, but do sprinters really need hoods?
tering of talent don't pay off, but we are so obsessed with

ANNIE BARTON
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Tolentino leads men to victory over Cascade
MEN'S SOCCER
DAVE Assam
Staff Writer

In soccer matches, as in many athletic
contests, sometimes the final score
doesn't indicate the true story of the
game. This was the case Saturday, as the
UPS Loggers prevailed in an entertaining 2-1 triumph over the Cascade College Thunderbirds. Though the Loggers
dominated statistically, they were only
able to pull out the victory in the final
few minutes.
The game set off to a brisk, back and
forth pace, as the teams traded shots
through relatively clean play. Cascade
struck first blood, netting a breakaway
goal a little more than eight minutes into
the contest. From about the 15 minute
mark on, however, UPS upped the offensive intensity to a level Cascade
couldn't match for the remainder of the
first half.
Led by the aggressive play of senior
forward Tye Tolentino, the Loggers
started to pound away at the Thunderbird
goal. Tolentino and speedy midfielder
Loren Cohen were both able to maneuver about the Cascade defense and supply several beautiful crosses that appeared sure scores. But midfielder
Brendan Hanke and forward Adam
Vance had their shots denied by acrobatic
saves from Cascade goalkeeper Jason

Atkerson. UPS plugged away, but came
away facing a 0-1 deficit at halftime.
The Loggers picked up where they left
off at the end of the first half, dominating offensive time of possession from the
onset of the second half. Fourth-year junior Hanke again had good looks on goal,
as did Tolentino, but near misses combined with further Herculean efforts of
opposing goalie Atkerson kept UPS off
the scoreboard. The Loggers finally
evened the score at 1-1 roughly 11 minutes into the half, when sophomore forward Chris Raymond converted a penalty kick after Cohen was tripped in the
box.
The match almost took a perilous turn
for the Loggers at the 19-minute point,
due to a couple of controversial calls
from the referee. Forward Jason Sisneros
received a no-call on a blatant foul in
Cascade territory, and shortly afterward,
Cohen was whistled for an apparently
clean tackle of a Thunderbird player near
the Loggers' goal. The Thunderbirds appeared to score off of the resulting free
kick, but fortunately for UPS, were hit
with a negating offsides penalty.
After applying even more heat to the
Cascade goal, Tolentino finally broke
through for the Loggers' winning goal
as he scored off an assist by Raymond,
with six minutes remaining. The final 21 margin was not very telling, considering UPS outshot Cascade 23-3 the second half, and 30-8 overall.

For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Cross Country
Sept. 23
Sundodger
Invitational Run
@ Lincoln Park,
Wa.
9:30 am.

Men's Soccer
Sept. 23
Willamette
University
@ Salem, Ore.
2:30 p.m.

0 1

Brendan Hanke passes the ball in Saurdays game versus Cascade College.
UPS Coach Reece Olney commented
on this discrepancy, "Their goalkeeper
stepped up his game, and we just needed
to find some more offensive rhythm to
start executing in the final third (of the
field)."
Logger's outlook: With the win over
Cascade—their third straight victory—the
Loggers brought their overall record to
3-2-1. Heading into conference play, UPS

once again looks to be a national power.
Fresh from a 20-2-0 season where they
reached the West Regional Championship game, returning Loggers include
Tolentino, a First Team All-American,
and goalkeeper Ryan Wittstruck, a Third
Team All-American. Also back in the
mix are All-Conference First Teamers
Raymond and David Ludwin, and honorees Cohen and defender Erik Nielson.

Sept. 24
Linfield College
@ McMinnvile,
Ore.
2:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
Sept. 23
Willamette
@ Salem, Ore.
noon
Sept. 24
Linfield College
@Mcminniville,
Ore.
noon

Volleyball

Olympic medal count
United States

Gold

Silver

10

7

Bronze
6

NBC Olympic Schedule

Total
23

Monday

-

Friday 10a.m. noon
7p.m. midnight

Sept. 22
Lewis & Clark
@ Portland, Ore.
7 p.m.

-

Football

-

Australia

7

8

7

22

France

6

4

8

16

Sept. 23
Willamette
@Salem, Ore.
1:30 p.m.

12:30a.m. -2a.m.
Saturday and Sunday: noon- 6p.m.
7p.m. midnight

Rugby

-

12:30a.m. -2a.m.
China

6

8

2

18

Sept. 23
Reed Invitational
@Portland, OR
all day

PR OFILE
Legg

Italy
London
Spain
Hong Kong
France
Rfrica

Ifs laientaa

He's not hard to recognize on the soccer field - the burly
yet elusive forward with the long, black ponytail flapping
about. Yet Tye Tolentino will be remembered in Logger soccer history for much more than that. In the span of two games,
Tolentino broke or tied three different UPS records, including most points in a half, quickest time between two goals,
and game-winning goals. The senior from Federal Way, Washington already has his name immortalized among many of
the all-time marks, namely career and season standards for
goals/assists. Known for his hard work and dedication, he
has also earned the restpect of fellowplayers and the coaching staff. Before it's all said and done, look for Tye to help
lead the Logger's soccer team to national championship contention and maybe break a few more records while he's at it.
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Readers voice concerns over changing university mascot
Dear Editor,
Among the reasons I read The Trail is to learn. Learning
is good!From a story in the latest issue of The Trail ("University hopes to introduce new Blue Ox mascot," Sept. 14),
I learned that the Division of Student Affairs advocated replacing Paul Bunyan with Babe the Blue Ox because the
bovine is neither gender-specific nor a threat to cut down
trees.
Concerning the latter virtues, I had been misled into a
belief that Babe had engaged in numerous environmentally
questionable activities, such as wasting water. Apparently,
Earth First! created the version of "Paul Bunyan" that Sister
Mary de Lourdes handed me. Little did I know that my nun
was a member of a vast right-wing conspiracy bent on defaming an innocent animal. I am glad that The Trail learned
me better. Thank you, DoSA!
Concerning gender-specificity, my education likewise misled me. I had learned that an ox was a castrated bull. Is that
what DoSA meant by "... not gender specific ..." perhaps?
I certainly hope that the mascot change does not mean
that UPS athletes will be called "Babes." I believe that female athletes might raise some objections to that moniker,
and I am not sure than many women like being called oxen
even if "oxen" is a more collective noun that I had learned.
Male athletes might object to being called babes as well,
even if they should consider themselves fortunate to be so
designated. Still, the baseball team probably would not object. We should ease into this switch until we are certain
whose Babes are being gored.
In any event, DoSA has transformed a load of bull into a
more sensitive mascot. Creation of Maroon Fridays would
have been enough for any millennium. A more docile, politically correct mascot is an even greater leap forward.
Much more self-satirical work by DoSA will doom us campus wags.
Keep on shuckin',
William Thomas "The Dumb Ox" Haltom

Dear Editor,
I enjoyed reading the Sept. 14 edition of The Trail while
on your campus recently during our college search with my
high school senior. UPS looks to be a really fine institution
and we are giving it strong consideration. However, in this
visit and in previous visits, the "Logger" mascot has struck
our family as an outdated symbol of our destructive past
and in need of replacing. It is simply offensive to us and
many others with whom I have discussed this mascot. To try
to mitigate the environmentally corrupt "Logger" concept
by adding a blue ox ("wearing a logging jacket and "wielding and ax")! does nothing to rid the university of this archaic icon. It is time to move on, accept the need for a change,
and recognize that whatever fondness some attach to a "logger" isn't a worthwhile tradition to retain. There are endless
choices to be made from history, geography, activities, etc.
that can be associated with the beginnings of the UPS campus and university, if that seems to be the popular desire. It's
time to create a new tradition. Perhaps the current student
body, faculty and administrators can support a serious campaign to find a more fitting representative for your university that will make a more proper statement for decades to
come.
Thank you.
Larry Cooper

Dear Editor,
One of our favorite movies is a flick called PCU (Politically Correct University). It's a satire about the hypersensitive, bed-wetting, politically-correct modern college campus. At the end of the movie, the President of the university
declares a mascot change from the offensive 'Indian' to the
endangered and fragile 'whooping crane.' At the ceremony
announcing the change, a few of the campus hellions kidnap their newly exalted crane to make a mockery of the
President's winning PC executive decision. A funny scene;

we recommend the movie.
This Monday we were having a comfortable moment in
the first floor stall of the men's bathroom in the library (well,
one of us was). Reading The Trail, we flipped to page four
and read the headline, "University hopes to introduce new
Blue Ox mascot." We chuckled, honestly thinking this was
a satirical piece, or an article extended from the Combat Zone.
We read further and discovered we were wrong. There actually is a movement on campus to add a blue ox as a mascot
to our sporting events. The Division of Student Affairs' argument is that the Logger is "gender-specific and anti-environmental." Here are a few reasons why this might be the
most pathetic thing we've encountered since 3-D Doritos.
First and foremost, like the writer of PCU, we are sick of
thumb-sucking PC nonsense at the collegiate level, especially here at UPS. We'd like to meet the people who sincerely find the Logger offensive and give them a swift kick
in the ass. Life has more important concerns. Second, as
long as we are PC, why must the Logger be male? Can a
woman not chop down a tree as well as a man? Give a woman
an axe and a flannel shirt and have her parade around at the
football games. We've got no qualms here. Heck, as long as
we've opened that can o' worms, why don't we just change
it to the Latino Hermaphrodite Logger? Third, how the hell
does the mighty ox liberate female sports teams from "mascot denial" better than the Logger? The poodle we can see,
but an ox? Come on, people! Fourth, what will we be called
if we add the bovine? The University of Puget Sound Loggers and Blue Oxen? Yeah, watch the pride come rollin' in
with that one. Last, Student Affairs and the Spirit Task Force
"hope that the Blue Ox will improve school spirit." Come
on people, who are we kidding here? Our school spirit is
wretched enough as it is. You really think adding a piece of
pastel livestock to our repertoire is going to send people stampeding to a basketball game? Absolutely pathetic!
Yours,
Andy Weidemann and Erin Ryan

Leaders of campus commnuity respond to recent campus hate act
On September 14, 2000, the Dean of Students Office was notified that three posters announcing meetings of the student organization, Understanding Sexuality, had been partially
burned and left taped to or on the ground near entrances to Todd and Phibbs Halls. While the
perpetrators of these acts are not known, we want to apologize to members of Understanding Sexuality and to residents of Todd/Phibbs for the defacement of the posters and any
harmful intent the burnings may have entailed. Furthermore, we want to condemn this and
other acts of hatred and bigotry, as well as affirm that persons of all sexual orientations are
welcome and equal members of this campus community.
If you have any questions or information about this matter, please contact the Dean of
Students Office at x3360. Understanding Sexuality, Puget Sound's gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, (GLBT) and straight alliance meets on Tuesday evenings at 7:00 p.m. at the
Diversity Center. The group welcomes all who are interested in attending, regardless of
sexual orientation or identifying orientation.
Kristine Bartanen, Dean of Students
W. Houston Dougharty, Associate Dean For Student Services
James C. Hoppe, Associate Dean For Student Development
Henry E. Johnson, Assistant Dean of Students
K. James Davis, Director of Diversity and Community University Chaplain

To the campus community,
A hate act occurred on our campus on Sept. 14. A letter from the Dean of Students to
members of US (Understanding Sexuality) and residents of the Todd and Phibbs residence
halls reported, "Three posters announcing meetings of the student organization, Understanding
Sexuality (US), had been partially burned and left taped to or on the ground near the entrances to Todd and Phibbs Halls." Additional posters were burned completely. The letter
goes on to say, "we want to condemn this and other acts of hatred and bigotry, as well as
affirm that persons of all sexual orientations are welcome and equal members of this cam-

pus community."
On Sept.12, US and the RAs of Todd/Phibbs hosted a Gay 101 at the dorm, which was
very well-attended and received. A Gay 101 is a panel/discussion intended to open up a
dialogue about GLBT (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender) issues. I believe this hate act
occurred as an insecure response to the success and acceptance of the Gay 101. Sometimes
it is difficult to deal with being in a minority group, in this case, the minority group who
feels hatred towards homosexuals. However, there is no excuse for the hateful intentions of
this act. It threatens the whole community, especially those residents of Todd/Phibbs who
are GLBT or questioning, and members of US who participated in the Gay 101.
I ask the campus to act positively against such hate, and work to counteract such threats.
What can you do?
talk about this hate act with friends or in class
tell GLTB friends they have your support
attend the Matthew Sheppard vigil on Oct.10 (Kilworth Chapel, 7:30)
encourage your RA/CC to host a GAY 101
join US (Diversity Center, Tuesdays, 7pm)
I also strongly encourage students and staff (especially those in Todd/Phibbs) to get involved in the Safe Zones program. By e-mailing safezone@ups.edu , you can receive a sticker
to place on your door to announce that you offer a safe, supportive environment, free of
hatred and discrimination towards the GLBT community. Safe Zones will soon be offering
additional programs for its participants.
As a member of the GLBT community, I refuse to see my friends suffer violence and
hatred: I have to act. The fact that I feel "lucky" to have escaped hate crimes is ridiculous.
Recently, two of my gay friends were assaulted and both had to be hospitalized. The unknown perpetrators of the hate act at Todd/Phibbs have not gone to this extreme, but I'm not
going to wait for it to happen before I speak up. Are you?
Laura M Handy
Co-President of Understanding Sexuality

Have a pressing opinion you'd like to share? Want to respond to a recent article? Submit letters to the editor to the Trail
'MSC 011) by Monday at 5 p.m. All letters must be signed. Inclusion is at the editor's discretion.
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Partying lifestyle analyzed
• Weekend activities costly; entertainment questionable
Frankly, I feel a little out of the loop. Am I not being a true
blue college chick with my more dry approach to Saturday
night? Do my friends secretly scoff at my personal cup of tea
Omygaw, I'm such a goof. Just call
and paperback book party on the weekend? Is it now sacrileme "Grade-A Geek." Ha ha, get this: I
gious not to suck down bad whiskey as soon as Friday rolls
thought alcohol consumption was
around?
strictly exclusive for those 21 and over.
Well, suck on this! The majority of our parents pay a sizeIsn't that a hoot? What's more, I could
able sum, let's say a rounded $26,000, per school year. That
have sworn that being "ripped" meant
means $3,250 a month (eight-month school span), about $813
engaging in playful banter, and getting
dollars a week, and $116 baby greens a day for our basic ex"knocked out" referred to that winning
istence. Yep, go ahead and raise those eyebrows. In a sense,
right hook inside the ring. Whoa, color me naïve. I considered Dad was busy fishing through his investments to find that $116
a drunkard to be that unshaven wife-beating welfare recipient to fork over so you could drink 'till dawn, sleep 'fill noon, and
whose rancid odor repelled small animals within a five-mile
take advantage of your pricey UPS private education.
radius. I was sure Anheuser-Busch was some grotesque GerFor all of you who spend Friday and Saturday nights slumped
man pick-up line. ("And how's your busch... ?") Worse, for against the hall wall, reeking with hard liquor mixtures while
some reason I thought that beer
you fade in and out of a drunken unconsciousness: Let's take a
came in shiny silver cans; apparmoment to reflect.
ently the rusty tin barrel (a.k.a. a
I'm sure daddy would love to
How can you just party all weekend,
keg) is more popular.
know that his little princess is spendI guess it's about time I put aside
ing her relaxation time throwing
down booze and have sex (one
these foolish misconceptions away
down a bottle of tequila, only to
invariably leads to the other) and
and step into the real world.
throw it back up half an hour later.
still point to that (nonexistent) halo
To all those avid beer-guzzling
I'm just as positive mommy
over your head with an angelic
college students: Please tell me
would do cartwheels to know that
why the drinking game has beher strapping young man chugs
smile? It fries my feathers to no end
come so glorified. Seriously, there
that so many UPS students believe in vodka Thursday night (because the
must be something really spiffy
weekend starts Thursday, not Friday,
the "college equals drinking" theme. silly) only to miss all his morning
about throwing back shots of some
Perhaps I'm just a traditionalist out- classes the following day. Curse that
self-created concoction if it occupies about one-third of my fellow
hangover—who would've known?
of-place, but I thought college was
dorm residents' entire weekend,
I know your parents would throw
about learning and maturity.
every weekend.
a parade to see that they're coughFor all of the self-proclaimed
ing up close to $30,000 a year for
sexy women, clad in skin-tight
you to act like the world actually
nylon and other clothing: Are those bloodshot eyes and heavy
owes you a good time. God forbid they think we actually take
eyelids really all that attractive?
advantage of such invaluable higher education. Oh no, the
To the hormone-induced, manly men: Isn't it true that alcobottle beckons.
hol directly inhibits proper functioning of your most prized
Okay, enough sarcasm, I'll just rage. What on Earth is wrong
possession? (The mind, of course.) You can't smooth talk the with you people? How can you just party all weekend, down
ladies when you're fuzzy upstairs, darling. Has sex appeal sud- booze and have sex (one igyariably leads to the other) and still
denly been revolutionized to include stumbling through the point to that (nonexistent) halo over your head with an angelic
halls blubbering incoherent babble? Wow, what a turn on, some- smile? It fries my feathers to no end that so many UPS stuone fan me down. I mean, I'm just asking. Hey, if it's really dents believe in the "college equals drinking" theme. Perhaps
that much of a blast to be blowing chunks at 2 a.m., lead the
I'm just a traditionalist out of place, but I thought college was
way. I'm all about fun, baby.
about learning and maturity. Silly me.

AUREA ASTRO

Staff Writer

-

Television appearances sway votes
RAYNA FLYE-FAIRMAN

Staff Writer
Al Gore and
George W. Bush
on Oprah? Joe
Lieberman singing on Conan?
Signs of an apocalypse? Close, but
not quite.
While TV appearances can be viewed
as a shallow attempt to grab votes (which
they are), talk shows can also be beneficial to registered voters who may not
watch CNN or C-SPAN, but who still
want the opportunity to examine the
views and personalities of the candidates.
I am not proposing that we all should
quit reading newspapers and watching
news stories, but let's be honest: how
many college students or full-time employed voters have the time to plow
through foreign policy proposals or possible changes to social security? In reality, many people tend to get their news

from daytime or comedy television (ever
watch "The Daily Show"), so it is probably best that they take whatever politically informative nuggets they can get.
The candidates are beginning to realize this, too. Sure, there have always been
the obligatory appearances on "This
Week," or "Meet the Press," but Bush
has been appearing more often on "popular" shows like "Leno," "Letterman" and
"Oprah." With an estimated 22 million
Oprah viewers, mostly women, Bush has
been playing the "I can be accessible too"..*
game. However his "me too" attempt at
sincerity has been with less success. (Remember the "Letterman heart" joke?)
Whether these appearances are working for them to the degree that they hoped
is debatable. What is clear, though, is
how we can use their semi-pained appearances for our benefit. While knowing Gore's favorite quote (which happens
to be by Bob Dylan) means little to those
who seriously follow politics and campaigns, it is useful in making politicians
less scary in the minds of those who are

not generally very politically interested.
If one watches long enough, golden nuggets of actual useful information do
sometimes appear. Last Thursday, while
Letterman lobbed soft questions, Gore
suddenly latched onto one, and turned
policy wonk for five minutes discussing
OPEC and cars that do not use gasoline.
It is those hidden jewels that convince
me that these appearances are not a complete waste–a voter can get at least some
relevant information, so they do not base
a vote on "his commercials looked better" or "I liked his tie."
Cynically said, having candidates appear on popular television is helpful in
the sense that it gives potential voters at
least a chance to see and hear the candidates for what might be the first or, sadly,
the only time before November. This
may not be democracy at its finest, but it
is better than the present situation, in
which 30 to 40 percent of the population
votes for an individual to represent the
entire country.
Now, if we could only see a debate...

&tow as ,you
feel about
Ralph q\Ia?)er?
"I agree with his philosophy
that things need to be shaken
up; it's getting harder and
harder to distinguish between
the two parties."
,

—Robert Sanders
"I support anyone who expands the political choices
in our elections. There are
31 flavors at Baskin
Robbins, why not more in
our political system?"
—Alexandra Peterson—

"Ralph Nader will kill the
corporate bastards and save
the world."
—Erin Burns—

"I think that he's got a good
combination of values, but
enough of them are going to
annoy the conservatives or
the liberals that he won't be
able to secure stable support."
—Mike Radcliffe—

"I think that a vote for Ralph
Nader ends up being a vote
for Bush. Every person who
doesn't vote for Gore is essentially voting for Bush."
—Laura Heywood—

"Yeah, he's pretty cute,
you know, fora Nader."
—Scott Miller—

Photo Poll by Doug Herstad
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'Safety first lesson learned; scared straight
Close-call speaks out against dangers of convenience, superficiality
JESSY BOWMAN

Assistant Opinions Editor

I had a friend in high school who
rode his bike to school. Every day he
would arrive, breathless, and chain his
trusty steed to the bike rack, invigorated by the cool (more often frigid)
Alaskan morning air. Every day I silently worried about his frantic peddling past the highways from his home
on the outskirts of town. You see, every day he entered the parking lot without a helmet.
He had one, make no mistake. His parents bought him this
neon-green thing that looked like an upside-down lemon with
liver spots. They made a deal—we'll get you a bike, you promise to wear the helmet. You know the drill. And he did wear
it—he left the house every day with it fastened neatly
under his grimacing chin.
Of course, there is a spot on the road where
the grass doesn't grow to this day, because
every morning he tossed the lemon emblem
of "geekiness" in the bushes before he
headed out. Back then, I saw his reasoning. It was inconvenient, it was
cumbersome. It was high school, and
he had a reputation to keep. What would
everyone say if they saw him wearing such a ridiculous looking headpiece? The horror of adolescent embarrassment was
fear enough to keep him bare-headed and determined.
That tiny part of us that protested to the clodhopping moonboots in junior high as we proceeded to soak our ked-clad feet;
the piece of societal construct squeezing us into LA Gears and
making us plead and beg for contacts as the savior to the nerd-

dom of glasses. That•used to be enough.
could get hurt, what was keeping the rest of us from accident?
The dangers of reckless deeds such as this didn't phase us
The first thing that raced to mind was—the helmet. Was she
then. So we don't wear our helmets, so what? No one ever wearing it? No. Could she have had serious head-injury? Yes.
falls off their bikes; nothing bad ever happens. It was safe to
And it froze us immediately. We looked at each other, and she
be superficial. And thank goodness we were, because even herself gave voice to the thoughts behind our abashed eyes—
though this friend continued his ritual of pseudo-safety, nothshe should have been. We all knew it. So what were we thinking before? It's when something like this hits home that you
ing bad occurred.
really take the time to think about it. Since nothing had ever
Most of us have outgrown these childish fancies and social
insanities, and most of us realize the errors of our younger happened to any of us, we simply assumed nothing ever would,
ways. We often laugh when looking back on our silliness and
and we were all content to succumb to the convenience of our
supposed or assumed immortality.
think ourselves "improved."
It was only being scared that set us
Things that were a burden are
straight. If everything in us knew
now only heavy with imporwhat we should do, everything in us
tance. But for some of us, with
Most of us have outgrown these
also knew that we were doing wrong.
regards to the helmet issue, we
childish fancies and social
I can't decide whether it's a good
have obviously stayed stubor bad thing that from now on we'll
bornly nonchalant about safety.
insanities, and most of us realize
all be helmet-happy, as the cause of
A few weeks ago
the errors of our younger ways.
our transformation was the pain of a
when I borrowed a
loved one. But we realized that futile
friend's bike, I adThings that were a burden are now
notions could stay with you even afmittedly had to
only heavy with importance. But
ter you've "grown out of them" and
sneak out to
grown up. We're adults now, and
avoid her helmet
for some of us, with regards to the
"safety first"—however lame or borenforcing fury,
ing it sounds—really should be our
because I knew
helmet issue, we have obviously
motto, even when fun, convenience
she wouldn't approve if
stayed stubbornly nonchalant.
or excitement would persuade us to
I didn't wear it. Why did I
act otherwise.
do this? It's hard to explain, but
I know I am not always the most
I just didn't want to—didn't
devoted advocate of this ideal myself,
want to take the time, the effort,
but when it slaps you in the face you begin to look at things
or the worry. And the same thing happened with another of my
differently. All in all, though nothing came of my friend's lack
house-mates. Only this time, the façade of safety was broken.
She came home with a broken elbow—she had fallen off of head-protection, there will always remain the possibility.
her bike. "What?" we said. "How could this be?" This was a And that is enough to make me never forget, and see the validgirl who started riding eight days out of the womb, and if she ity in thinking twice.

Reactions to diversity surprising
CATHERINE CAMERA

Staff Writer
A funny thing happened to
me when I vacationed in
Philadelphia three years ago.
I was spooning a dollop of
sauce into my mouth at a restaurant when I felt someone
stroke the back of my head.
"What the hell?!" I exclaimed.
"Oh, I'm sorry," the woman said, while twirling
her blonde mane. "I couldn't help it. Your hair is
just so...unique. We don't see that kind of hair
around here often."
Now, I'm not a walking, talking freak show. My
hair isn't magenta and I've always hated its lack of
flair. My hair color is a plain, run-of-the-mill chestnut brown. It's been streaked with highlights a
couple of times, but it doesn't get much more exciting than that. So you can appreciate my bewildered
response when a complete stranger stroked my hair.
My "unique" facial features also garnered inquiries ranging from innocent questions to sidelong
glances. Depending upon the situation (mood), I'd
either laugh it off or get the creeps.
During my vacation, I was also introduced to the
segregated sections of the city. I was ignorant
enough to believe that racial segregation was a thing
of the past, but I saw that in this day and age, it's
acceptable to designate certain parts of town to African-Americans and exclude them from areas restricted to those of European descent.
My mixed heritage was never an issue when I
lived on the island of Hawaii, which is frequently
dubbed the "melting pot state," and for good reason. Nearly half of Hawaii's population is comprised

of people of multiple cultures, so my facial features
were accepted, celebrated and considered exotic.
Hawaii embraces racial diversity, so it was a culture clash for me when I was confronted with
Philadelphia's homogeneously Caucasian culture.
After my vacation, I resumed my college search
and was pleasantly surprised to hear that several
universities in America are seeking to diversify their
campuses more and more. In fact, several studies
indicate that multi-cultural campuses promote an
influx of socialization amongst different races.
Of the 2,597 undergraduate students enrolled at
the University of Puget Sound, 451 of them are ethnic or minorities. I was happy to discover that the
Student Diversity Center on campus supports groups
that have been discriminated upon in the past and
uses some of their funds to support diversity.
During my first couple of weeks at UPS, I was
asked more often than not, "So, what are you, anyway?" People say that my lighter eye color and
"Caucasian" bridge on my nose gives away the fact
that I'm not completely Asian, although my almondshaped eyes indicate that I have Asian blood. I admit it's an odd combination.
Although I've never felt alienated in Washington
state, I still take issue with the fact that US censuses and surveys desire to categorize people in
terms of race. I never know which box to check
because my personhood was never contingent upon
my nationalities. I'm an American, born and bred.
Although I've been intermittently stigmatized because of my mixed blood, I think of my racial diversity as a gift that allows me to explore two different cultural spheres. Besides, it affords me a conversation piece on hand no matter the situation, and
I'm delighted to answer any inquisitions. But please,
stay away from my hair!
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OPINIONS

Assumptions hinder social progress
Allies to minority and oppressed groups unfairly questioned
rock!") of homosexuality, heterosexual allies are being forced to deal
Opinions Editor
with similar questions and assumptions .that male feminists deal with.
Straight people who advocate for the queer community are often acAs one of the four males in my Literature by
cused of being called gay themselves. Although being called gay is not a
Women class (a class with around twenty stunegative accusation, straight allies are constantly forced to assert the fact
dents), I have been asked many times why I
that they are not gay. Doing so, to those making the accusation, can come
would be taking a class that is targeted to femioff as being defensive because of shame or embarrassment.
nist females who are looking to integrate literThe gay rights movement is unique in the way that, by association, one
ary works by women into what is generally conis assumed to be a member of the group.
sidered "classical" writing.
For example, Understanding Sexuality, the UPS gay, lesbian, bisexual,
When I respond that I, too, am looking to intransgender and straight alliance primarily consists of members of the
tegrate female writers into my literary background, and that I also bequeer community. Although in recent years more heterosexual members
lieve that too few women are considered when the academic world dehave been becoming more active within the group, for a gay-straight alclares what are and are not important pieces of literature, I receive looks
liance, the straight part is disproportionately underrepresented.
of doubt and disbelief.
Many of the straight supporters at UPS
"I am actually more of a feminist than
are likely to be intimidated to joie a
most females I know," I add, to which
group that will cause others to stigma...People outside the movements must be
the level of disbelief rises even more.
tize them as gay for being a member.
Unfortunately, having to justify being
In order for any minority or oppressed
aware that allies are an important to any
an ally to an oppressed or minority group
group to gain equal rights and power
movement and that one cannot assume that within society, members of the majority
can be more difficult than actually being
a member. As a self-proclaimed feminist,
must be willing to ally and assist those
those allies are allies for reasons other
I get a wide variety of reactions from
seeking equality. Oftentimes those allies,
than the fact they too want to fight for
males and females: "You're just trying
who may not personally gain from adto get chicks," "You're a traitor to your
vancements within the movement, can
equal rights.
own kind," or "You can't truly know how
be the ones to finally change the minds
to be a feminist unless you're a female."
of the remaining members of majority.
And once people get beyond the quesThat is not to say, however, that the
tioning, the assumptions begin: That he is just an effeminate man who feminists just need men to complete their movement, or that the queer
wants to get revenge on the guys who bullied him at school; that his
community needs straight people to increase visibility and acceptance. It
girlfriend, mother or some other powerful female in his life brainwashed
is to say, however, that people outside the movements must be aware that
him; or that he just wants to be a woman himself.
allies are an important to any movement, and that one cannot assume that
The gay rights movement faces similar difficulties. Although homophothose allies are allies for reasons other than the fact they too want to fight
bia is slowing turning into tolerance (that is: "I guess being gay is all for equal rights. Everyone knows what assumptions do to people, and
right, but it grosses me out") rather than acceptance (that is: "gay people
being an ass will not get anyone anywhere.

JASON RONBECK

Motive behind 'Logger'
replacement attacked

POVIN MIT fla1011 MOTOWN,/

Of course, there is the problem of finding a suitable pronoun. Do we refer to Al in the third person as he, she, it, or something else entirely? This
is a relatively minor concern, though, as most
people don't really talk about the mascot, and the
name Al will suffice for most occasions.
Surely a new mascot would be the answer to
the administration's worries. After all, deep down,
isn't it the sight of that mascot in the sub every
day that is really the cause of continuing gender
inequality? Since the logger, after all, is male, he
must by definition denigrate womyn, since the
presence of men inevitably does. In our society,
it must no longer be acceptable to be masculine
or feminine. After all, to eliminate gender would
be to eliminate gender discrimination. Therefore
there would no longer be any genders left to discriminate against.
Wouldn't a more inclusive symbol lead us all
to a happier campus where everyone could feel
welcome? In short, Al can stand as a symbol of
all that we do to protect the environment and promote womyn's rights. In fact, Al may be all that
we do to advance womyn's rights. Why bother
making policy changes to accommodate diversity
when we can simply change our public image?
For instance, there's no need to worry about the
division of men's and womyn's sports teams or
living spaces if all can be represented equally by
a more inclusive mascot.
While we're at it, we can change the fight song
too. "I'm a lumberjack and I'm okay/ I sleep all
night and I work all day ; ,."
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GEOFF ZEIGER

Political Columnist
You all know our mascot,
the mighty logger. He has
served the school well for
over a century. Unfortunately, it seems that old Paul
Bunyan is no longer politically correct. The administration has wisely deemed it inappropriate, in an age of advancing gender equality, to retain a mascot who is so obviously masculine and thereby excludes the many womyn on campus. Therefore, a search is underway to find a mascot for the new age.
However, there are some among us, particularly
among the alumni community, who would like to
see a measure of tradition remain. I humbly suggest that the solution lies in realizing that there is
nothing inherently male about a logger. That assumption, in fact, is precisely what the standard
bearers of political correctness find objectionable.
The logger does not have to be Paul Bunyan with
his bushy beard and partly open-shirt, depicted in
the murals above Marshall Hall.
Instead, we could adopt a friendlier, more gender-neutral logger. Simply amend the murals of Paul
by removing the beard (it was ugly anyway), buttoning up the shirt and pulling the hair back in a
ponytail. We could call the new version "Al." It
could mean Albert. It could mean Alice. Or it could
just mean Ambiguous Logger.
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EDITORIAL POLICY

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question let
me prove it. Call now for a free
seminar: 524-4915
-

The Steven Klein Company .

The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
publication of the Associated Students of
the University of Puget Sound. Opinions
and advertisements contained herein do
not necessarily reflect the views of The
Trail staff, AS UPS, the university or its
Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor. The
Trail reserves the right to edit or refuse
any letters that submitted for publication.
All letters must have a signature and
phone number and are due no later than
Mondays at noon. Letters may be sent to:
The Puget Sound Trail
Univeristy of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner St.
Tacoma, WA 98416
trail@ups.edu'
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Peace or Piece?

Tie

Zone
Today is National "Blink 'Tit Your Eyes Fall Out" Day

DEAR DICKIE
Letters to the Editor
"In need of answers?
You've come to the right place."
Dear Dickie,
As a worker in the Center for Writing and Learning here on
campus, I am always thinking about language, grammar, and
punctuation! I have been bothered for some time about the
origins of certain names for punctuation marks. The term "colon," for instance, gives me the willies. It's like, what were
proctology and English thinking? Given your extensive knowledge about life and the human body in general, I figured you
could fill me in about colons.
Thanks,
Kristy Maddux
Dear Ms. Maddux,
Ummm, I'm not sure I feel qualified to discuss the finer
points of colons. The only thing I can say is that, most likely,
proctology and English weren't thinking when they came up
with this outrageous use of the term. I will pass this question
on to my fellow Combat Zone editor. She is well-read and can
probably extract something from the bowels of her knowledge.
One other option is to see a writing advisor (one of your coworkers) in the Center for Writing and Learning. I am sure
someone will be able to expound on the loose derivations of
this word.
Yours Truly,
Dickie
Dear Dickie,
Recently, I was put in a very awkward position and I need
some advice as to how to handle it. You see, a couple of months
ago, this man knocked on my door, forced his way into my
house and then locked himself in my pantry. He hasn't caused
any trouble; in fact, he hasn't even made a sound in the past
two weeks and I'm beginning to wonder if he is still alive. But
the lack of a rank odor has led me to believe he is still living.
How should I go about evicting him? I've tried talking with
him and slipping notes under the door, but nothing works.
Imagine, just for a moment, that a strange man locked himself
in your closet and refused to leave. How would you get him
out?
Flustered,
SF from Tacoma
Dear SF,
Finklebean!!! I knew it! So, you think you're so sneaky, do
you? Well, you didn't fool me, Ms. "SF from Tacoma." Do
you honestly think I don't know who you are? All right, I'll
play your little game. Have you considered that this "strange
man" was forced into the closet and is now locked in? Maybe
he wants out, but the door is locked. Maybe he screams and
shouts every night, but gets no reponse. Maybe the blackberry
jam you feed him has gotten a little old. For goodness' sake, at
least feed him some real food, like pizza or those neat little pot
stickers from the SUB (but if you're going to give him pot
stickers, don't wait too long after ordering them, because after
a while they begin to get soggy, and no one wants to eat soggy
pot stickers, no matter how hungry they are).
I advise you to let me... (I mean him) out. It's that simple.
You come whining to me about strange men locking themselves in your closet, but you don't even take the time to examine the plank in your own eye. You disgust me, Finklebean.
Have a heart and let the man out before he dies.
Let me out,
Dickie

Tipper Gore is my hero!

Tricky environmental
groups infiltrate campus
The Clinger
Clinging like there's no tomorrow

participation in "saving the Earth." Freak-out! is another group to be suspicious of, encouraging students to participate in community projects.
And finally, when certain Trail staff writers
There seems to be a growing sentiment of prohave
the
nerve to write about global warming (which
environment wishy-wash these days on the UPS
is such a lie!), I don't see how people
campus. I consider myself to be a percan live with themselves.
son of knowledge, and I don't believe
cc
Campus groups are wasting
any of the bologna I get as a daily handConservation
their time in their worry over this
out from certain groups around here.
is overrate
great entity, the environment. It is
A few examples of the obnoxious
fine, I tell you, fine! If the "endanpro-Earth regime that has secret work-The Clingergered" environment were such a
ers here at UPS:
huge problem, wouldn't Al Gore
I walk through the SUB and enand George W. Bush be including
counter an onslaught of petitioners for
it
on
their
platforms
for presidency?
the environment, wearing sandals and talking like
Friends, it must be a hoax. The idea of the
they are high on drugs. They try and get my signaEarth getting dangerously warm? What could be so
ture, in order to sell my soul to the Devil! I hear
bad about that? So we have ourselves a more tropithat there is a Green House on campus, where they
cal climate! Big whoop.
grow their own organic food. What a bunch of
In my opinion, conservation is completely
geeks! All I can say is, "hello, Communism!"
overrated. Who needs to conserve when we can exThe Earth Activist Club really gets my goat
ploit? Save the Earth...save my cynical soul!
when they sell raffle tickets and encourage student

d"

Editor's Disclaimer: The Clinger is an independent
writer from the Tacoma region who makes periodic
contributions to the Combat Zone. He states his opinions
on various topics, from political issues to landscaping.
He gets his title from his notorious habit of "clinging"
to certain ideas and/or buildings. The Clinger has
commonly appeared disguised on campus as a creepy
window washer.
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Kris Bartanen,
Dean of Students,
is NOT The Clinger
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- Doug Herstad, UPS student and Robot Club Organizer, to hold world's largest swap meet behind the
UPS Wheelock Student Center, near dumpsters
- George W. Bush grows two small horns; friends and family say it's happened before: "Just wait 'til you
see what happens to his nose," they warn
- Zen "rock" group to do remake of Simon and Garfunkel's "Sounds of Silence"

WEATHER
REPORT
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Cumulus clouds collectively
cumulate in Karlen Quad,
causing courageous cowboys
to can cranberries.

CONSUMER WARNING
Calvin Klein plans to release a new
perfume within the week. This
perfume, entitled "Todd Phibbs Field
on a Monday Morning," proves to be
a less-than- desirable fragrance.
Consumers, be cautioned when
purchasing this product.

Carolyn Weisz,
Professor of Psychology

Minnie Driver,
As in the golf club

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and, as such, has been physically set apart
from the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not
necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University

of Puget Sound.

